# POSNAcademy Peer Review Form - Technique Video (Operative or Non-operative)

## General Information
- **Title:**
- **Video Link:** Y/N
- **Abstract Number:**
- **Complete Author Listing:**
- **Relevant Disclosures (Must Appear at Beginning of Program):** Is any commercial support listed in the form of a video credit rather than advertising? Is any off-label use adequately disclosed? Are any propriety/trade names used instead of generic product names?
- **Copyright Permission (drawings, illustrations, other video footage):** attributed in closing credits for video? Copyright Permission (drawings, illustrations, other video footage) attributed with the image for stationary pictures and slides?
- **Patient privacy:** no identifying information (name, initials, hospital numbers) including Xrays and MRIs?
- **Patient Consent Attestation:** (written consent for full surgical technique videos)

## Mark Best Category
- **Anatomic Disorder (Upper Extremity, Hip & Pelvis, Lower Extremity, Foot & Ankle):**
- **Systemic Disorder (Bone Disorder, Cerebral Palsy, Myelomenigocele, Syndromes):**
- **Infection & Tumor (Infection, Benign Tumor, Malignant Tumor):**
- **Spine (Congenital, Early Onset, Kyphosis, Scoliosis, Trauma):**
- **Sports (General, Elbow & Wrist, Shoulder, Hip, Knee, Ankle):**
- **Trauma (Upper Extremity, Hip & Pelvis, Lower Extremity, Foot & Ankle):**

## Categorization
- **Clinical Skills:**
- **QSVI:** Y/N
- **Keywords:** Are the Keywords adequate? Suggest additional keywords:

## Copyright Permission
- **Excellent:**
- **Good:**
- **Unacceptable:**

## General
- **Is the visualization appropriate?** Is the surgeon's point of view?
- **Lighting:** Is the surgical field adequately visualized?
- **Narration:** Is the narration clear?
- **Audio Quality / Level:**

## Context
- **Introduction:**
- **Operative Technique and Options:**
- **Results:** (Operative procedures listed? [Personal protective equipment required, etc.]

## Operating Theater
- **Room Setup:**
- **Technical Setup:**
- **Technical Skills:**
- **Equipment:**
- **Instruments and Implants:**
- **Technique Surface Anatomy / Landmarks:**

## Exposure
- **Structures at Risk:**
- **Orientation / Reorientation:**
- **Arthroscopic Picture in Picture:**
- **Fluoroscopic Images / Navigation:**
- **Intraoperative Options Identified and Described:**
- **Rationale:**
- **Fixation Techniques and Options:**
- **Is the procedure a standard procedure or are there significant personal variations that may not be appropriate?**
- **Is all the operative steps clearly demonstrated in an illustration real patient (not just a cadaver)?**

## Complications
- **Discussion of potential complications and pearls to avoid complications:**
- **References:**
- **Outcomes:** (Literature, Author's Personal Series, etc.)

## Specific Edits
- **Time Start / Time Stop:**
- **Additional Comments:**

## Recommendation
- **1. Acceptance without Need for Revision (Y/N):**
- **2. Conditional Acceptance (Y/N) - Detail conditions for acceptance:**
- **3. Rejection (Y/N) - Detail reasons for rejection:**

# Summary
- **Comments:**